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ABSTRACT
JIMMY CAJOLEAS: Veterans
(Under the direction of Tom Franklin)

Barry Hannah one time told me a story of mine “lacked heart.” I was in Barry’s
undergraduate workshop, already scared to death at having Barry Hannah, my living hero
Captain Maximus himself, critiquing my work, and he told me my story lacked heart. I
can honestly count that as one of the lowest moments of my life. My kindhearted (but
stem) advisor Tom Franklin had cautioned me time and time again about letting voice
overwhelm my story, about neglecting plot, about a certain tendency to be glib. I took all
of those criticisms to heart, and I was making great strides in constmcting actual stories
instead of the first-person pseudo-stories I had been cranking out since high school. But
Barry’s comment obliterated me. That night while doing donuts in an empty parking lot,
blasting the Tom Waits album Bone Machine, I made a little promise to myself. Never
again would any story I write be devoid of passion or agony or any tme human emotion.
nor would anything I did in this life be half-hearted or lazy or underwhelming. I failed
miserably at the second half of that vow, but the first half I believe I have kept. So I say
let me be stmng up and bullwhipped if any of the stories present in this collection lack
heart.
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Florist

I work with the living. Maybe that doesn’t seem obvious. They are in fact alive.
All daintied up, a deck of cards half cut, sweet tea in glasses, a post-Depression Southern
wax museum melting in the heat. They lose a lot, but not how to dress up. It is Sunday
after all. Every day is Sunday. There’s never any sermon. They wouldn’t know sermons
from baseball scores. The tea is good. I wear white, I am a good guy. I do not wear black.
Undertakers, morticians wear black. As I said, I work with the living, though just barely.
Seated, pendulum-rocking, is it them or the chairs creaking?
I have a moustache. It is quaint, anachronistic, like them. I could be in the Civil
War, I could be a cowboy, a sheriff, but not Zorro, because I wear white. It’s regulation,
the orderly’s attire, same as in a mental home. I don’t work in a mental home. It’s quite
the opposite. I change soiled bedpans, soiled sheets. I feed people through tubes. I turn
the radio down. Or up. They don’t notice either way. It’s a courtesy, to treat them like
they were, like they aren’t taxidermied grandmothers whose arms could fall off at any
moment. Handle with care, stamped in wrinkles, we’ve traveled such a long way to reach
you. The fragilest Christmas present ever.
I have a girlfriend, wouldn’t you believe it? Her name is Jeanette. She thinks I’m
brave and compassionate for what I do. She thinks when we get married I’ll be a great
father because I’ve spent so much time with infant minds. I don’t tell her infant minds
work at thrilling speeds, gathering color, light, information, building bridges from touch
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to smell to taste, bursting into daylight with a brand new “I got it!” every second. These
women have brains like busted dams. Things don’t get confused, they fall out and get
lost. I wash them from bedpans and soiled sheets, memories. Children’s weddings are
vomit on the floor, first kisses and prom nights are big chunks of grey hair that just fall
out. Jeanette thinks I take care of babies. Boy, is she wrong. But this is okay, because I
like to be the sensitive guy.
I keep a garden. It is good to come home to after a long day at the office. My
favorites are hyacinths, uncommon in these parts. I love how they bloom and peel and
die. I care for them, I speak to them because I know they can’t hear me, but it helps them
grow. It really does. Scientists have said so. I don’t read poetry. Jeanette reads my
hyacinths poetry. She also reads the women poetry. They can’t hear her either. She
swears it helps them grow, but scientists would disagree. I would disagree. Again, they
wouldn’t know a sermon from the ten o’clock news. Or even the five o’clock, because
they don’t stay up much past then. Jeanette reads them Lorca. I don’t get it, but I nod and
amen” like at a Sunday service, and she likes that. The women don’t even nod. They
turn their faces toward the light and stare, hours and hours, no blinking. They turn their
faces toward the TV and stare for hours and hours, no blinking. They never look at
Jeanette. Sometimes they look at me, eyes grey and black like Polaroids of dead soldiers.
When I was younger my pop wanted to be a gunslinger. He would have a dapplebrown horse, like the toy he carried in his briefcase. He would wear a bandanna, red, with
a white hat. He would be the law in a lawless world, he would restore order. A perfect
shot, the fastest draw, stabbing words like bowie knives and grit. The strong silent type. I
know this because Pop watched movies for hours, John Wayne, Roy Rodgers, violenter
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Clint Eastwood. I know what he would wear if he were a gunfighter because it was what
he wore when he watched those movies: a white cowboy hat and a red bandanna, a
leather holster with a big boobied woman stitched on it, a big silver Colt .44 Magnum
drawn, clenched in his left fist. He’d dive behind the couches mimicking shootouts.
pointing his gun at the TV and going,“Kapow!

Kablooey!” and “Errrraaawww!” for a

ricochet. I never saw anything like it. Once, when he was passed out, I took the holster,
slipped it on, could barely draw it tight enough and stood bowlegged so it wouldn’t slip
down. I took his hat and mask, the too-huge chaps. I drew a moustache in black Sharpee
on my face, one that wouldn’t wash out for weeks. Then I picked up the gun and faced
the mirror. A real gunslinger. Hold it right thar, pardnuh, I said, in a mean voice. Then,
44

with two fingers I squeezed the trigger and said “Kapow!

Kablooey!” It fired a hole in

the roof, scared the shit out of the ferret.
Pop just rolled over, thought it was flashbacks from the war he watched on TV. It
was Grandma who came roaring at me like a heathen, her sunburned red skin and fat
jowls jiggling, spittle leaping from her bulbous lips like sailors fleeing a ship. Her arm
upraised, wooden spoon in hand like a tomahawk. You little shithead, and she socked me
one good one on the tush, then snapped it over my ear. The gun sat on the carpet like the
dog I never had. I hid in my closet for hours.
I never wanted to be a gunslinger. I wanted to be a florist.
I never watch westerns, but I have become a man of few words.
Would you like to see some of my patients?
Rosie used to be an exotic dancer. It’s the best I can figure out. Her name is really
Miss Clarkson, or Barksdale, or Hoover- I’ve forgotten. So has she. I think she is a
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former exotic dancer because from time to time she strips. It’s a slow process that takes a
good half hour. She works off her blouse (for they all still dainty up) button by button,
agonizing over the bra, her hips pop and hiss, crack, as they swivel. Every time I think
she’s dying. When her diaper falls and she’s shining, swiveling, and the flesh is just
falling off her lines of blue and black, bed sores, wrinkly third-world titties and oh god
that bean bag ass.
The women don’t look up. The eternal card game continues, the deck is never cut.
Mrs. Eileen has a killer hand she’ll never play. Every day is Sunday, the women are
daintied up, Rosie’s shaking her shriveled ass and asking for another toddy. Shit. We’re
getting down in this Joint. Party like it’s 1999. Or 1899. Or 2099.
Sometimes there’s a malfunction and their brains stick on a word.
Grandma lives here. I see her every day. She has never seen me. Sometimes I
bathe her. Her word is time. Time, she says. Time, time. Time. Time! like a child with a
new curse.
I keep hoping one of them is royalty. When they finally kick it there’ll be pomp
and ceremony, a big to-do. Wouldn’t that be a hoot?
Tonight I work the late shift. It lasts all night. Here is the routine: at eight o’clock
I tuck them in like they were my own retarded children, secure the bedpans, kiss every
last one of them goodnight. I have a compact disc that plays over the loudspeaker. It’s
called Night Waves: The Soothing Sounds ofMother Ocean. I like to pretend it helps
them sleep. But what else do they do but sleep? At midnight I’m making the rounds.
When I pass down the halls with my cart they start up, like I tripped a silent alarm, an
obstacle course each cries out as I pass their door. Help! Help! Spasms of language, they
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don’t know what they’re saying. Fire! Fire! The food’s not coming! Jesus! Jesus! Ed! I’m
dying! I’m dying! Time! Then hush, shhh babies, like leaves fluttering to grass. Peace be
still, grandmamas, you worn-out engines. Every day is Sunday. This is my sermon. Shhh,
be still, and he stretched his arms out and the water is calm. If the water isn’t calm by the
time I count to three. I’ll drug your wrinkly asses.
It’s okay. Their brains don’t work.
Tonight I am in charge of bathtime. It is Grandma’s turn. I help Grandma undress.
She’s stiff, living rigor mortis. I bend her arms like the levers to a rusty machine, the
hands on a broken clock. She relaxes at my touch, and I pretend it’s because she
recognizes me. Actually it’s because she’s pissed herself. I chatter about Mom,good oT
dead Dad, Jeanette. I make up stories, tell her Kennedy has come back from the dead and
is ruling alongside Hitler and Doris Day. Stonewall Jackson just remarried and is in the
running for the Papacy. Robert E. Lee was really gay with Jimmy Stewart. I help her into
the bathtub, and it is cold, cold. I cannot fill the water until she is safely in. It is the law.
Her faucet leaks into the bathtub until it is lukewarm and above her kneecaps. She is
shivering. I soap her because she will not do it herself. I use a pink mesh sponge I
purchased from Bath and Body Works. I am careful not to tear that wrapping-paper skin,
not to pop her bones, to be swift and get her out of that arctic toilet water. I must drain the
tub before I let her out, however. She is shivering. But I cannot help her out until the
water is fully drained. It is the law.
I used to have a ferret named Bobbie Sue. This was when I was a child. Pop
always made me bathe it in a bucket outside, even in the winters when it was awful cold.
Me in my London Fog jacket, toboggan, scarf, and Bobbie Sue with only its urinish fur.
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When I see Grandma naked and squatting in a little ball, she reminds me of Bobbie Sue,
and I am overcome with nostalgia. It is in these moments that I am gladdest to take care
of her. Honor thy father and thy mother, that it may be well with thee, and thou mayest
live long on the earth. This includes grandmothers. I am glad to do it. It is the first
command with a promise. It promises that I will one day be in her place. I am glad to take
care of my grandmother. It is the law.
How' are you. Grandma?
Time.
I met Jeanette’s parents the other day. They were fine, I guess. Her father is a
banker, her mother is in the Junior League. She wears miniskirts and plays tennis and
drinks alcohol all day. Her father is fat and lonesome. He drove us to dinner in his BMW.
We ate at “The Club.” At dinner he got drunk and called me a “he-nurse,” a “pussy.” I
was embarrassed. For Jeanette, not for myself. For as he stared at me, I noticed things.
Peach cobbler on his cheek. An unplucked eyebrow hair, dead center forehead. A
cancerous-looking mole. Crows’ feet that crept around his glare, cracks in once-perfect
pavement. Cheeks that sagged like old pillows, lumpy mashed potatoes. The dyed color
that lays his hair a bare grey at the roots. The roots, man, the roots are grey. Names,
faces, entire years flee from his brain like prisoners from a jailbreak. Twice he stammered
to remember some old aphorism, a war story, a familiar song. You think he’ll be calling
me a pussy when I’m cleaning shit from his legs after he diarrheas the bed?
I know what’s coming.
After work I will see Jeanette. She stays up late for me when her parents let her
out. keeps the porch light on until I am safe indoors. I will undress her, that body pink
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and powdered like a babe. She will speak of missionary work and feeding the starving
black children. She, whose daily intake of beef could feed a family of bushraen for a
week. She could do more for the starving by roasting her own fat ass on a spit. She,
Jeanette, with breasts like sofa cushions. But I will “amen” to those dreams. At least she
doesn’t want to be a gunslinger. My dream? To be a florist, of course. I won’t tell
Jeanette this. I will hold my breath and sink under her, the bra opened, her reservoir of
flesh unleashed, spread over me like the sea. And 1 will search her for bones, tiny and lost
like pirate treasure in the sea of blubber. She laughs and laughs, thinking I’m merely
tickling her. But I know the truth.
One day Jeanette will grow old. One day, her body will be preserved in a home, a
storehouse for dodgy, misplaced things, the island of misfit grandmamas. Or maybe, if
her kids shell out the green, she’ll be placed somewhere nice like a relic in a museum. A
museum that no one visits, with a curator so careful as I to brush the cobwebs off
whatever time has excavated from the sands of her body. Then Jeanette will be barely
bones, a wrecked vessel, like Father Time took a great big shit on her. But for now she is
young, young, and I delight in her. I’m a good guy, but no gunslinger. A museum curator
by day, treasure hunter by night.
A florist only in dreams.
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Revival

Tomorrow is a Great Day. There is much work to be done. Tomorrow is Tent
Revival Day. Today, also Great in its own merit, is Make Preparations Day for Tent
Revival Day, which is what I’ve been doing all day. Church is always full, mostly
breathers I think, though now I can barely make out their faces as my eyes grow faint. I
expect the Great Tent Revival will be packed. I have labored months over tomorrow
night’s message. Do you know why I labor thus? Because Christ will be there. He told
me so Himself. Wife will be there, too. The Lord will be at my Great Tent Revival in the
cleai'ing in the dark woods. Tomorrow is a Great Day, and I shall sweep clear the dirt
path from any and all encumbrances. I leave my home, a shack older than Church that I
too built with my hands and did share with Wife, and cross the cemetery to Church.
There is much work to be done.

I have been pastor long, more than sixty years. I remember my youth and the
construction of magnificent Church, I shirtless and with Wife to admire my biceps felled
the trees from which grew these walls. Wife, dainty dust-white angel did thus bandage
my wrist when I sliced it on my mighty tree-felling hatchet, a Civil War blade from
Granpappy who with it slaughtered many Yanks, glory be to God. And with her own
bonnet did Wife affix a tourniquet on my wound and let loose her black hair issuing forth
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unto the wind like the bats taking flight from the attic at twilight and I did very much love
her in those days.
I love her still.
I shall love her always.
And the blood from my wrist did drip onto the beams and flavor them humanly.
Thus can it be said my blood was poured out in the construction of Christ’s Holy Temple
the Church. The blood also of Wife, though indirectly. For upon completion of the
building and my first seven months as Pastor she was carried off by wolves into the dark
forest yonder. I was visiting a parishioner, a wayward darkheaded lamb Quigley, and
when I arrived at my cottage I could not find Wife. The cottage door was open, her blood
smeared on the frame in a mockery of Moses, blood trail leading into the woods. I
followed, hatchet bared, to no avail. I heard the wolves howling in the distance and I
found her dress tatterdemalion and flapping on a bush. And her fingers. And several
clumps of hair. Wolves will eat the bone, did you know that? Wife was my first funeral
performed as Pastor, and I have thus performed several hundred, maybe a thousand,
however many have perished in the last sixty years of Town. Much has changed in Town
which now glistens with electric lights and gargantuan automobiles that howl and rage
like monstrous dogs. Much has changed, men were beset upon by civilization and have
grown delicate. But I charge you the woods have not. I shudder to enter them at night.
Though over the years Church has grown somewhat decrepit, the lack of tithes
pertaining to the injustice of the Federal Government, the tubercular post-war
Government of Pagans and Reds. It is Dark Times, as I have preached, and if my loyal
parishioners unlike Widow must conserve their Last Mite I do not begrudge them. They
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have remained loyal to me over the years, like Church, weathering age with gusto and
tenacity. Wife has not missed a sermon in sixty years. She stands beside me, a Proverbs
31 woman indeed, despite her gaping neck wounds and bloody frock which she will not
change, though for twenty years I did beg her.
Wife is, and has always been, a dear, stubborn heart.

I retire to my cottage for my evening victuals. I am exhausted, for much good
work was accomplished today. It is lingering twilight, when in Town the years previous
the lanterns would be lit. I can see no lights through the woods.
Hark! Is that a knock at my door?
A young one, grinning smiling boychild stands at my door. Strangely he is
parentless. I take note of this.
4^

Hiya mister.
44

Art thou a breather?

44

Whatcha mean?

44

Be you of the living or the dead?
44

99

Huh?

44

Here, eat this.” I hold forth some black rope licorice.
44

99

No thanks.

99

44

Why won’t you take it? Because you’re insubstantial?
99

44

What? Licorice is gross.
99

44

Hmm. Well, child, I believe you. What can I do for you, little boy child of God?
He held a lantern to his face.
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Parson, come to the woods with me.
“Excuse me.
64

Come to the woods with me now.” He grins, fangs bared.
66

Out, Beelzebub!

I swing for to punch him in the face. Smoke, air, steam- my fist connects with
nothing.
I slam the door shut. Satan shall not best me tonight.
Another knock. I creak the door open and peer out with one eye. I spy three
devilish ones, garbed in bone.
66

Trick or treat!” they shout. Two fatties and a wee one waist high.

66

Ah! Do you mock me? Satan’s children! Shitheads! Be gone with you! Shoo!
66

Trick or treat you creepy old bastard.” They hold forth bags, expectant.
I pull the firepoker from the hearth and raise it above my head like a broadsword.
They run cackling into the darkness.
66

Honey, baby, do not worry.
I turn to see Wife glowing like a firefly. O, Wife! Still with me after all these
years!
66

But Wife, Servants of the Ruler of This World bear down hard upon us. And all

children! We are being toyed with by Satan I tell you. Why are we thus afflicted?
99

66

Baby, sweet love, pay them no mind.
66

Please Wife tie that scarf around your neck. Just for tonight, let me not view
99

your wounds.
99

66

Baby, you know it will do no good. Want a warm glass of milk?
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Yes, baby, you know I do.
I fix myself a glass of milk. This is satisfying. From the bed Wife beckons.
“Come lie with me.” She pats my side of the bed and smooths it with her palm. I
see delight in her eyes.
I lie down with her. The bed is cold and I rub my arms and legs to create warmth.
It doesn’t work. I reach out my arm and I know I shouldn’t but I reach my arm around her
and she is gone, and the bed is empty and I am cold and alone. I remove the bottle from
beneath my pillow and experience my first warmth of the evening. The drink twists my
face and I see her back before me and she says I love you baby and I do not touch her this
time I am smarter and I just shut my eyes and drift into the unquiet dreams of more than
eighty years.

I trek through the lonely woods unto the clearing, and I cannot help but remember
the wolves. I strain my ears but I can hear nothing, so I venture forth yet still with some
anxiety. It is best to work so as not to remember the past, so I hurry to the clearing. On
the way I see a foamy dog stagger by but I do not smell it, I do not hear its bark so I know
it isn’t there. I must work hard. The stakes are three feet long and must be driven deep
into the hard earth. This I do with my stone hammer, in the Nordic fashion, its head larger
than mine. It is grueling work for an old man such as I, but as an old man I am strong.
And the Lord. It is the Lord who drives these stakes into the earth. Downward heavenly
momentum drives the stakes deep, ensuring a sturdy tent. Without a firm shelter the tent
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could catch wind and sail into the sky and many lives could be lost. Except the Lord build
the house, they labor in vain who build it.
I remove my blouse and greatly feel my age. Shepherd’s crook of a body, hands
spotted like a leopard's, snow of chest hair. I am old indeed. But strong. Yes, very strong.
And I strike those stakes with the strength of twenty.
Nice bod, old man.
A blackheaded, roundbellied woman passes barefoot from the woods into the
clearing. Lorena Quigly! Even pregnant and dead she tempts me. I wish to tell her that
my man parts still work, did you see these stakes I drove them into the ground myself?
But not Today. Lord help me.
Quigly, away! In the name of Jesus!
(4

Oh come on.

44

Quigly, please.
44

Call me Lorena.

44

Please go away.
44

Call me Lorena.

44

99

Lorena.

44

99

Eustace my love!
And she runs to me and makes to fling her arms around me and I reach to
embrace her and...
Smoke.
44

99

Baby, how could you?
Wife materializes next to me. Weeping, she flees the clearing.
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Aw, baby, come back.
I curse myself. I apologize to Jesus. I suppose when Wife calms down Fll have a
word with her. A great start for Revival Day, let me tell you.
Oh well. Let’s not get distracted. There is still much work to be done.

I retrieve the tent from Church attic. The tent is an old thing, brown and tattered. I
bought it from the Negro minister in town when they got a real church, one of steel and
brick. The attic is a cave that goes on forever, crates and blankets and rags and a half a
century’s worth of dust. Bats hang among the rafters like bad fmit. Every twilight on cue
they take flight through a hole in the roof like black noise from a spectral church bell.
A bat shivers, cocking one rabid eye in my direction. I am disturbed by their
presence but I can’t scale Church walls to the roof to fix the hole. Can you see me,
crawling across the roof like some monstrous grandaddy longlegs? I fear the rickety
ladder the three flights up. I am not a young man anymore. Besides, the bats seem not to
bother my flock.
The attic is full of former treasures made worthless by time. Hammers, a carton of
nails upturned, wood blocks, a cuckoo clock from the Black Forest of Germany, a box
labeled “Lost and Found,” the magi costumes from our Christmas productions, the
leftovers I plucked from the rubble of the nursery we ran for so many decades. The
nursery was in a separate building out back. The children used to play there on Sundays
and Wednesdays before and after the Service. A cyclone took it during a terrible storm,
where the sky looked down upon us, cracked and grinning. I remember the cyclone, a
long-legged marionette plucking this building then the next. I do not know why the Lord
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took the nursery and only the nursery. It seems cruel. But He has reasons for destructing.
if only to necessitate a rebuilding.
In the darkest comer of the attic a child plays with an ancient jack-in-the-box. He
cranks it and it pops euid the child laughs but it doesn’t sound like a laugh, more like
wheeze of dead air from a tire. A girl in a pink dress straddles the rocking horse, its neck
snapped, its mane dissolved into loose string. An infant stacks rotted blocks that once had
letters on them. Another strikes a rainbow-keyed xylophone. Death twists the notes into
shrieks, the tones bent like a cripple’s spine. Yet they are pla)dng, the ghost children, and
I look upon it with pleasure. I left the toys unpacked for them. I found the children up
here with the bats. They startled me, and yet I took pity on them.
I gave them toys.
And now the rain begins, a summer teardrop and it pours through the cracks in the
walls and the children shield their eyes in terror. The drops pass through their bodies and
splash onto the chipped wood floor. For the first time they turn their dark eyes toward
me. In a dim moment I see the recognition flicker. Yes, children, you know me. You
remember how I wrapped your bodies in dark, mannish suits and funeral frocks. How I
fought the hues of death with rouge and powder, a ghastly pantomime of glee. How death
won and you looked like dolls of old people. I flicker before them like a candle flame.
There is only rain and memory. As suddenly as it began the rain ceases and the children
resume their playing.
Dragging the tent canvas to the stairway, I prepare for the descent—three
miserable flights, my knees and the stairs together popping like kettle com. But before I
go I search out an old desk. I open its drawer and remove a dust-covered wooden box.
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Inside are photographs, brittle as autumn leaves. I hold them close to my eyes and though
I cannot see well I let memory paint them for me. Faces emerge, tiny details, the grays of
the flowers on Wife’s dress, the blurred white of a dove sailing above Church. The
children of the nursery crowded around us. Wife smiling, her hair modestly bonneted. I
place these back in the wooden box and shut the lid. My whole life in a box. In my hands
it seems nearly weightless. I place it back in the desk and shut the drawer.
It takes me nearly an hour to drag the tent to the clearing. I am exhausted.
But I cannot quit yet. It is almost time.
I cast the canvas over the stakes. It is a small tent but good. It can hold enough. I
crawl under the canvas on my hands and knees, down to the center beam. I feel the
wrinkled skin of the earth, twigs and rocks and bones ground to dust. An ant carries a
mountain of food upon its back. All creatures great and small.
Lord Jesus, I pray, give me strength like this little ant. And I feel Him there. I feel
Him behind me. His steady carpenter hands pushing with me, and together we raise the
beam. The tent stands.
It is a good tent.

Back in my house I bathe. I comb my hair and shave. I apply copious sweet¬
smelling aftershave for it will be hot in the tent imder the stars, the Word of God a
furnace of tongues blazing our bodies. Tonight I shall preach the Word. The expectancy.
What God will bring. The heat and sweat and stink. Singing, the clapping of hands, our
hearts and arms open to receive. And the music! The music is my heartbeat, the songs of
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Zion throbbing in my blood, and we shall sing them with joy and with fury like a
thunderclap you will hear our holy noise for miles, for this is the Lord.
At seven o'clock I expect them. They will straggle in, in pairs, like animals to the
ark, children running and laughing circles around them. The adolescents in the back,
dreaming of fornication, terrified of each other. The old women with their lying tongues
wagging. God help me, I love them all. And I shall wake them. I shall call all to worship.
I cannot wait.
Yet it is now eight o’clock. Did I not post bulletins in Town? Have I not
mentioned the Great Tent Revival in every sermon for the past six months? Was it not
advertised sufficiently in Newspaper? At nine the tent stands empty.
Why are they not coming?
At ten I steal away to my house. I weep outlandishly for two hours. Wife does her
best to comfort me to no avail. Wife used to cup my tears in her hands and pour them out
into a flower pot. When the plant grew tall she would say, “Eustace! Look what beauty
will grow from your sorrows!” Now the tears fall through her hands and splash on the
floor. She seems embarrassed, swiping like mad at the tears on my face, touching
nothing. Near midnight I bring forth the bottle from under my pillow. I drink it dry.
Now I am ready to preach.
I return to find the tent full.
Hello Eustace!
It is Cousin from the War whom I haven’t seen in years. And Deacons, my oldest
friends. Mother is here, her disapproving frown of love. Bully on his bicycle, popping his
knuckles. Uncle and his Indian Wife smoking their Indian tobacco in their long heathen
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pipes. A whole troop of boy scouts who drowned in Lorena’s ditch ten years back, their
sodden heads and rainbows of merit badges and dirt-colored uniforms. The comely
redheaded gypsy midget I saw once when I was with my father at the carnival passing out
pamphlets as a child, her hips gyrating with love. A Civil War marching band,limbs
blown to pieces, majestic, all gunpowder and decay. Their horns wailing out of tune, full
of warcry and the hymns of battle, snare drums and cataclysmic cymbals and the
earthshake of marching. Even the Virgin Mary, blue-haired, pulling an overweight
dachshund on a rollerskate by a leash. And then Wife and Lorena, holding hands, bring
forth a five layer cake with pink frosting in a wheelbarrow, a Pentecost of flames from all
the candles.
“Happy Birthday!” they shout in unison, and together they sing. I take a great
breath and blow out every last candle until my face turns purple and I almost topple over.
Everyone laughs and pats on me on the back and no one calls me Reverend or Preacher
or Parson they call me Eustace and we’re all old friends again. And the band plays on. O
music! O wine! O purple and crashing cymbals! My youth, my life!
Then I see it.
Horizon of trees. Smoke lingers ghostly. It billows black, a storm cloud rising.
Church.
When I arrive it is as if Hell has risen from the ground. The flames lick her like a
rabid lover and I see her roof crumble. In my mind’s eye I see a wooden attic box,
smaller than a child’s coffin, its brittle contents aflame. In my mind’s eye I see Wife’s
face curl into ash and smoke.
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I feel a tug at my sleeve. At my waist stands a boy child, his eyes flickering
flamelight. He is crying.
“I’m sorry I didn't mean to do it me and Winston and Barrett was just shootin
bottle rockets and we didn’t know it was gonna land on the roof and we was just having
fun and it must’ve landed on the roof and the whole thing caught and we called nine-oneone and we’re real sorry."
But I see him as he his. My hands become fists.
I’m real real sorry. I'm sorry we called you creepy.”
Demon! I lunge at him, and terrified he runs. I make chase, swinging my fists,
clawing, until I’m running on all fours like a dog, snarling my dentures. I dive at the
demon child and he dodges me. I land hard on my sternum and it crunches, the ribs above
my heart. I lift my face to see Wife’s grave. Her headstone, the faded inscription.
Wife, my love.
I bury my face in her dirt and weep. In the air around me,cinders fall like Hellish
snowflakes. They alight on my shoulders and bum black spots into my clothes. All is
quiet except the crackle of the fire, the smooth breaths of trees, God’s whisper.
Approaching me in the darkness is the devilish one. Yet I see him now, merely a child,
flesh and blood and baby sweat, the very youth come to bum my life’s labor to ash. As
the fire trucks with their flashing lights approach, this child, he lays his tiny hand upon
me.
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Veterans

I think it was because of the rain. Jerry’s a good driver so that’s all that makes
sense. The thing was old when we got it, an Astro van, the kind that had seat warmers
and folded into a bed in the back. We got it with a hundred fifty-eight thousand miles on
it, but Jerry said cars like that are built to last. He said it would ride forever. I was playing
GI Joes with Grandpa in the back under the fancy lights that lit the leather interior like a
stage. When we flipped I went out the side door. Momma went through the windshield. It
had rained all week and the hill I tumbled down was thick with mud. I don’t remember
this, this is what they told me afterwards. That Grandpa leapt over the barrier and down
into the ravine, tearing through mud up to his knees, his white beard smeared brown,
digging for me like I was buried treasure. He pulled me from the sludge by my hair.
When I woke up it was so cold the rain felt like pinpricks on my shoulders. Grandpa was
holding me in his mudcaked arms, whispering.
Oh my little boy, my sweet boy.
Jerry dug everywhere for Momma. He cussed, he clawed the ground with his
good arm, the other bent wrong like bird’s leg. After half an hour Jerry saw her fingers
sticking through the earth. He pulled her into his arms.
Aw, Helen.
He dropped her back in the sludge. Monuna’s lungs were full of mud, but it didn’t
even matter because the doctor said her neck was already broke when she landed. Jerry
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says she would've been miserable in a wheelchair. Jerry says if she were alive right now
she'd wish she was dead.
The night of Momma's funeral Jerry and I drove in his truck for a long time. He
wouldn’t say anything so I put in my Cher tape because it makes me feel better. We were
still in our suits. My shoes pinched. I wanted to stop, I was hungry, it was nighttime and
Jerry wouldn't turn on the headlights. He said,“God damn” and flung the tears from his
face and each time I thought he was going to slap me. We drove all the way to the Gulf
before we stopped at a Waffle House. I asked to see the beach. Jerry said wasn’t anything
to see at the beach but casinos and crack whores. He said if you walk on the beach at
night you’ll step on a needle and get HIV. He said to shut up and eat my eggs. They
weren’t good eggs and the bacon cut the roof of my mouth. Our waitress was fat and
sneered. On the way home the tape deck gurgled and spat my Cher tape out in ribbons. It
sounded like Cher was drowning.
When we got back Grandpa pulled me from Jerry’s truck and carried me on his
shoulder to my bed. He said he loved me and I knew that, didn’t I? He said he would be
there to pull me out of any mud I ever fell in. He said that was why God left him on earth
when He had taken so many in ‘Nam. I asked him about Momma dying and he said we
would talk about it later.
I woke up a lot that night because they were yelling. I yelled too but couldn’t
anybody hear me.
The next day Jerry said he would coach my little league team in the summer. He
talked to his boss and his boss would sponsor us. Our uniforms were pink and said Uncle
Joe’s Pork Pit in iron-on letters. I played catcher and we went undefeated. After the last
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game we had a pizza party and Grandpa made balloon animals for all of us. He made me
a crocodile. They gave us trophies that said “All-Star” on them.
That night Jerry said I was a man. He said I could have a gun and go hunting like
men do. He gave me a beer.
It was the best night of my life.
We go hunting a lot now. Usually I sit in the stand while Jerry drinks beer from a
cooler and falls asleep in a fold-out chair.
But I shot a bull once. This is how it happened.
Me and Grandpa and Jerry went hunting out in the country where there aren’t so
many cops. We wore all camo that looked like a leaf-suit. Grandpa painted his face black
and carried a knife the size of my arm. He said that is how he learned to do it in the
Marines. Jerry had a shotgun. When he was good and sleepy I asked if I could see the
shotgun. I had to ask three times. It went like this:
Please Jerry?
No.
Please Jerry?
No.
Please Dadl
I took off into the woods like a GI Joe, alone and packing heat.
I wanted blood. I wanted something I could cut its head off and hang on the Wild
Game Wall in Jerry’s study, along with the deer and vicious pig with tusks. For almost an
hour I didn’t even see a doe. Then I came to a stream and saw a herd of cows lapping the
water, standing like retarded kids. They must’ve escaped from a pasture somewhere. In
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person they are intimidating until you realize they are what steak comes from. One cow
had enormous horns. It's called a steer, I think. I wanted the horns for to attach to my
bike, on the front. I have a good bike, it has a bell and a flag. I saw it needed steer horns
like a Texas millionaire's limo. I raised Jerry's shotgun and squinted one eye.
“Die cow."
The gun-kick laid me flat. The bull looked skyward like why? I could see the sun
through the hole in its neck before it filled with blood.
I was still for a long time.
A hand clamped onto my arm and Grandpa hoisted me over his shoulder. He ran
back to our stand with me on his shoulder like a wounded soldier. He said I better be glad
my life wasn’t like ‘Nam. He said I wouldn’t make it five minutes in the shit. He said I
should beat you so bad you shit blood for a month. Then he started crying.
I went across the world to kill Gooks for you.
And he cried and cried.

When we got home Jerry disappeared so we took a shower. I take showers with
Grandpa. I always have, since I was a kid. And if you think that’s queer Grandpa will dig
your spleen out with a spoon. He told me to say that if you were gonna make fim of us.
Because he was a Green Beret in Vietnam and he killed lots of people, even baby girls,
and he would have no problem killing you. He could do it with his pinky quick like that.
When I was little I wore a commando helmet and pretended I was in the bush hunting
Charlie. I used shampoo to give me a beard like Grandpa’s. But I am too old for that now.
Instead I look at Grandpa and think, “That is a man!” His beard is long and white, his
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fingernails are like claws. His muscles are tremendous. He sings Cher songs for me in the
shower, loud and manly, any song I ask him to.
When w e are done with the shower we go outside naked and climb to the roof so
Grandpa can blow the Horn of 1812. The best is at night, when we turn our faces to the
moon and howl like wolves. Then he blows the Horn of 1812, and in the night it sounds
like a black lady singing. The Horn of 1812 has been passed from man to man in our
family for generations, since before the Civil War. When I am a man I will inherit the
Horn of 1812, and I will blow it from the rooftops for my children. Only I will do it in the
morning as the sun rises. I will tell them I am the sun’s alarm clock, that is my job.
And they will need me every morning to wake up the sun.
Jerry doesn’t like the Horn. He says when Grandpa kicks the bucket he’s throwing
it in the trash along with Grandpa’s dentures.
But I say not if I can help it.

I’m sorry, now I have to tell you about when Grandpa dies. We are in the shower
and it is a Saturday night and Jerry is gone to somewhere where they drink beer and
breathe other people’s smoke. Grandpa is singing “If I Could Turn Back Time” and I am
thinking of killing Gooks.
We hear a clatter and we both are still. Grandpa wipes the shampoo from his face.
His eyes are wide like we are on a hunt. He puts his finger to his lips and draws back the
shower curtain. We hear footsteps outside the door. I do not leave the shower. Grandpa
grabs my pocketknife from the bathroom counter. I won it throwing rings on a bottle at
the fair. It has an eight ball with flames on the handle.
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Grandpa flings open the door and runs naked and howling into the hallway. A
white man in shabby clothes is holding our TV in his hands. Grandpa pounces on him
and rams the knife in his eye. The TV shatters on the floor and I hear a gun go off and
Granpa falls down. He looks at me. Part of his beard is blown off and he has no teeth or
lips. I realize he is not looking at me anymore. He is not looking at anything. The man is
screaming, the knife stuck in his eyeball. He takes a step towards the door and falls. For
an hour or so I hear him crying. Then he is quiet.
In the shower I curl into a ball and wait. The water gets cold like rain. Jerry
doesn’t get home until it is daylight. He opens the door.
Oh shit.
Then he sees me.

It’s been hard since Grandpa died. No one does the dishes. We eat frozen pizzas.
Sometimes at night I blow the Horn of 1812 in honor of Grandpa. Jerry doesn’t like this,
but he won’t tell me not to. He won’t tell me anything anymore. I don’t go to school
much, and when I do the kids laugh because I only wear camo and I have a fierce look.
No one fixes lunch for me so I have to fight for it. I’m not stealing, I win it fair and
square. I’m not a robber. Robbers are cowards and not real men with big cocks like Green
Berets.
Jerry has been going hunting by himself. He leaves with a duffel bag full of guns
and ammunition, the big stuff. He is gone for several days, sometimes a week. I have
grown four inches since February. My hair hangs low on my shoulders. No one will make
me cut it. I will grow chest hair soon I think. I drink beer from the can and watch football.
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When I get bored I hunt squirrels in the yard with Jerry’s shotgun. I am strong now, and
the gun’s kick doesn’t move me. When I shoot the squirrels they explode like eggs in a
microwave. Soon I will hunt deer with a knife like Grandpa. Soon I will become a real
hunter.
I will be a man, and I will need no one to take care of me.
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Sonar

Doc lay sprawled on the couch in Scottie’s garage like something tossed aside.
Scottie had gotten the couch at a garage sale five summers ago, when it was beige. Now
it was brown and green in patches and buzzed with living things. A cricket crawled over
Doc’s face. He swiped at it in his sleep, cowboy hat pulled over his eyes. The cricket
squatted on his cheek. In the heat Doc didn’t need a blanket.
He been here all night?” said Little Julian.
44

Yep.
44

Jeanette kick him out again?
44

I don’t mind him staying so long as he feeds Rob Halford. Brushes his teeth. The
dog’s I mean. Gives him carrots, the organic stuff. Don’t want Rob Halford eating any
danm puppy chow.
Scottie sat down in his La-Z-boy, leather, cat-scratched to shreds in the back, a
garage-sale premium. Little Julian took one of two lawn chairs. Doc lay between them.
44

How was work?” Little Julian said.
99

44

Ok. I updated the calendar, listened to Springsteen on headphones. Not so bad.
Scottie burped, tossed an empty bottle behind him. It landed in the box with a clink.
44

99

You?

99

44

I smiled at customers but no one bought anything.
Little Julian took a beer.
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They watched the kudzu hills swallow the sun. The treefrogs spoke, various
nightbirds, a strange other chirping. Formless things flitted and whirred in the woods.
Doc stirred a little. The couch creaked. Scottie flicked on the Christmas lights strung like
electric dental floss from the rafters.
“See my van out there?” said Scottie.
No, where?
44

1*

See that fuckin’ mound of kudzu?

44

Yeah?

44

99

Well, you’re looking at my van.
44

99

That’s amazing.
44

99

Yeah, well, it’s something.
They looked at the empty lawn chair. One blue plastic arm was busted off of it.
A bat flew in the garage, barely over their heads.
44

Man,I hate those things,” said Little Julian.
44

99

Ugly fuckers,” said Scottie. “They suck blood, you know that?
44

99

Naw.

44

99

Yeah boy. They suck blood, it’s proven. I saw it on TV.
44

99

Naw.

44

Got sonar, too. Can’t see for shit. But the sonar lets ‘em see what’s coming. I
99

never seen one of ‘em run into anything.
44

99

Sonar?
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Another bat shot into the garage. It hovered over their heads for a second,
lingering like a dark thought. It perched upside down among the stalagmites of asbestos
in the far, dark comer of the garage, next to the other bat. Little Julian shivered.
“Ugly fuckers,” said Scottie. “Wish they’d leave us alone. We got enough, ya
know?
Yeah,” said Little Julian, “we got enough.
Doc gmnted. Scottie grabbed another beer.
44

You know, we should listen to something, like the old days,” said Litde Julian.
44

yy

Yeah.

44

yy

Ziggy?
44

yy

Yeah.

Scottie cycled through a pile of records, the classics, some new stuff, Dylan and
Bonnie Billy, each sleeve signed Scottie or Little Julian in red Sharpee, till he came to
The Rise and Fall ofZiggy Stardust. It cracked, it sputtered as it spun, and they loved it,
the hiss and goodness, the proof of age. Everything sounds better original, everything
sounds better on vinyl. They kept drinking. It was five years, it was soul love, it was
moonage daydream, it was starman, and it sure as fuck weren’t easy. The record spun,
yy

was flipped, time passed, it was a life. Then came “Lady Stardust.
44

Doc’s favorite,” said Scottie.

44

yy

I wish he was awake for it.

44

yy

Aw. Let him sleep.
Little Julian thought about their old band where Scottie played dmms and Doc
sang and played guitar. They let Little Julian play bass, even though he wasn’t any good.
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because they loved him, and this made him feel good. That was back before everybody
cut their hair and moved to New York to be lawyers.
Scottie thought about kudzu, how quickly it had covered his van.
They stared at the empty lawn chair, right arm snapped off.
Doc quivered.
Then came a noise like a thousand chair scrapes, an entire auditorium in the dark
woods getting up to leave.
What the hell is that?” said Little Julian.
An explosion of bats descended from the trees like a tornado. Little Julian pulled
his shirt over his head and swatted his arms like the bats were bees. They fell about the
garage like something biblical, a plague of locusts or darkness, both. Then they sped out
into the kudzu oblivion in a black sheet flapping in the wind.
Little Julian poked his head out from his shirt. “Are they gone?”
Scottie put a finger to his lips. He pointed into a dark comer of the garage, away
from the Christmas lights, where one upside down bat lingered, cancerous. Just one.
Scottie grabbed a pizza box. Little Julian grabbed a broom with a broken handle. They
crouched low, ready.
On three,” said Scottie.
They lunged at the bat, psychotic with memory and beer and whooping like
maniac Rebels. It plunged from its perch in a nosedive and flew in manic circles and
Scottie and Little Julian kept swinging, knocking over bottles and the floor was bleeding
alcohol and the chairs were wrecked and they stumbled over each other and Scottie
finally connected with the pizza box, a walloping thwock of vengeance and the spell of
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apathy snapped like the crackle of ice in a drink. The bat skiddered on the ground for an
instant, then perched on the left of arm of the lawn chair.
Doc rose from the couch and snatched it, barefisted. He stared that ugly fucker in
his blind bastard eyes. Like I dare you.
44

Hey ugly bat motherfucker,” said Scottie.
44

Tell him not to fuck with us,” said Little Julian.

“Hey bat,” said Scottie.
Doc squeezed harder, and they heard it squeak. Doc hurled it like a grenade into
the black outside. And he tipped his hat to the darkness.
Little Julian looked at the empty lawn chair. He suddenly wanted to play bass
again, even though he was no good. He wanted to sing.

They were just becoming used to being burnouts. When Little Julian woke up still
in his clothes, still in the garage, it was afternoon. The sun looked down on them like an
angry parent. Little Julian was sweating. Scottie shuffled about in a pink bathrobe, hair
disheveled, drinking coffee from a cow-spotted mug.
44

99

Morning.
Little Julian yawned. The couch was empty.
44

99

Where’s Doc?

99

44

Dunno. He comes, he goes.” Scottie shrugged. “He’s Doc, ya know?

He dropped an ELO record on the turntable.
44

99

Hot damn! Love that shit!
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44

Yeah!

44

It’s the wakeup jam!
44

Yeah!

“Well hurry up, take a shower. It’s the weekend.

All the towels in the bathroom were dirty, so Little Julian pulled the least damp
one from a pile on the floor. It was green with yellow sunflowers, his favorite. Above the
toilet they’d tacked pocket-sized religious pamphlets Doc’s mom gave them. One
proclaimed “Satan is the god of this world!” in dripping blood font with a skeleton
holding a mask in his hands, the face of a smiling businessman. Another advertised proof
of intelligent design. “Consider the banana,” it said. “Does it not seem designed for easy
access,just like a soft drink?” Little Julian considered the coconut, and his head began to
hurt.
Later they got barbecue in the back room of a Quick Stop down the street. It was
messy and cheap. Afterwards they went back to the house and called as many old friends
as were in town. A few dropped by for beer and music, and for a short time Scottie’s
garage was a legitimate party. Around ten Lonnie showed up, part of the old crew who
worked at Chic-fil-a and did clown work at birthday parties on the side. He pulled a
helium tank from the trunk of his Honda. By two AM it was a three-man party. The
balloons hung among the Christmas lights like confetti among stars, the music was loud
and good and old, the dog Rob Halford was howling, and Scottie and Lonnie and Little
Julian sucked in helium and squealed like children.
No bats showed up all night. Neither did Doc.
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Doc’s girlfriend Jeanette woke them up with a phone call at eight the next
morning. She was crying. She said Doc’s parents had come in their church van in the
night and had kidnapped Doc. They snatched him from Scottie’s couch while everyone
was sleeping and whisked him off to Pensacola. It was like aliens had abducted him.
Scottie and Little Julian briefly considered calling the cops.
Jeanette said Doc’s parents wouldn’t let her talk to him. They said James (that’s
Doc’s real name) is home now. They said she shouldn’t try to bring James’ stuff to him
because he wouldn’t need it anymore.
44

Not his clothes?” Jeanette had asked. “Not his guitar or his records or anything?
They said James was fine. They said he wasn’t coming back.
99

I told them his goddam name is Doc. I don’t know any James.
Just hold tight Jeanette. We’ll get Doc back.
Scottie slammed down the phone. He told Little Julian what happened.
“They’ve got him, the nutsoid religious bastards. Doc’s an adult, and he can make
adult decisions. You don’t see me kidnapping my stepdad Steve. What kind of parents
kidnap their own son anyway?
99

44

Nutsoid religious bastards?
44

Damn right.”
Scottie grabbed Little Julian by the collar. He looked deep into Little Julian’s
eyes. Neither of them blinked.
44

99

We’ve got to rescue Doc.
Little Julian looked at his shoes.
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It’s not an option. Little Julian. He’s our best friend. And he’d do the same for
you.
44

It’s Doc. I’m in.

44

Damn right. Hold a second and let me get out of my bathrobe. Hey,can you
clean Rob Halford’s teeth? He was popping balloons earlier and I don’t want him
yy

swallowing anything.
44

yy

Sure, got it.
44

yy

Well let’s go then, sir.

It was a six hour drive to Pensacola. They took Little Julian’s Ford Cutlass, green
with grey age spots. You couldn’t take it over sixty or it would overheat. Scottie wanted
to bring a gun but all they had was Little Julian’s air rifle. When they were kids they used
it to bull’s-eye nutria under Scottie’s porch.
44

We might need a grappling hook. I wish we had a grappling hook. Do you know
yy

anyone that has a grappling hook?
44

yy

Uh-uh.

44

Damn. At least we got the flashlight.” Scottie clicked it on over his face like he
has telling a ghost story.
They sped along the highway blasting old mixtapes through Little Julian’s onespeaker tapedeck car stereo.
44

yy

We did this drive before. Little Julian, you remember?
Little Julian nodded.
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Freshman year of college, right? When we saw Weezer that time. Doc drove the
whole way there and back on a gallon of coffee and those yellow pills truck drivers take.
what are those called?
44

Yellowjackets?
44

Yeah, right, those. You remember we all fell asleep and he had to pee real bad
and Doc didn’t want to stop so he just pissed in that Wendy’s cup and tossed it out the
window and it hit some cop going eighty? You remember that? And they frisked us and
yy

we all thought we were going to jail and they’d call our parents? You remember that?
They laughed. Little Julian stared out the passenger window at the woods
blanketed by kudzu, the mile-markers, the names of strange towns. He read the names
aloud.
44

Kokomo,” he said.

44

We used to make these drives all the time when we were kids. Weren’t nothing
yy

for us to drive six hours to see a band.
44

yy

Yep. Good times. That was a long time ago.
44

Not that long ago. Not in the grand scheme of everything. It ain’t like it’s an ice
yy

age or nothing.
44

yy

Right. Not that long ago.
44

yy

Fuckin’ a, man. We’re saving Doc. Heroes, you and me.

They slapped hands. They put on the good tunes. When they made it out of
Mississippi the roads became smooth. They stopped in a gas station for post-rescue
celebration beer. They figured after they saved Doc they’d get a motel room and watch
free HBO and drink till morning.
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The gas station was dirty and covered with cardboard NASCAR drivers with
moustaches advertising beer. A poster for Jerry the King Lawler’s “triumphant return to
the ring” hung next to the pork rinds. A huge boar’s head was mounted on the back wall
next to the John. It had big tusks and seemed illegal to kill. And it looked familiar to
Scottie. Under the boar’s head phone numbers and unclever gay jokes and the occasional
penis were scribbled in black pen. Scottie read them with a chuckle. He always liked
good bathroom wall graffiti. Then he saw it: “Doc wuz here bitches! Weezer tour *96”.
“Oh shit!” hollered Scottie. He banged on the bathroom door. “Little Julian, you
gotta come out here and see this.
Little Julian walked out, fixing his fly. “I didn’t get to wash my hands.
“Will you look at this?”
When he saw Doc’s signature his eyes went wide. They danced in front of the
bathroom. They kissed the boar’s snout. They bought extra beefjerky and a case of
Heineken. They even let the cashier keep the change.
There it was, a sign, sure enough.

It was just after dark when Scottie and Little Julian eased into Pensacola. They
parked under a large cypress tree two doors down from Doc’s parents’ house. The house
was white and two-story and resembled a church, only without a steeple or stained glass.
The lawn was lined by hedges, and sparse trees, the kind of yard that neighborhood kids
play football in. A white van with Redeemer Baptist Church and a tiny cross in red was
parked crooked in the driveway. Scottie and Doc crept around the house, keeping low
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behind the hedge. A small roof extended over the screened-in back porch,forming a
walkway to a window just barely cracked open. Inside a lamp was lit.
That’s our ticket,” said Scottie.
Crouching, they scampered under the hedge and to the back porch.
They probably have Doc locked up upstairs, the bastards. Give me a boost.’
Little Julian dropped on all fours. He grunted when Scottie stepped up on the
small of his back.
Quiet down. The key is stealth.
Scottie slung his arms onto the roof and tried to get a good hold on the shingles.
He hopped off Little Julian’s back and for an instant hung suspended from the porch roof.
His legs dangled and kicked like a child’s in a restaurant booth. Scottie felt himself
sliding off the roof.
Help,” he wheezed, and felt Little Julian’s hand under his right Converse Allstar, pushing.
I got you,” said Little Julian.
With Little Julian’s help, Scottie threw his left leg onto the roof and pulled
himself up. He lay panting for a moment and crawled over to the window and peeped in.
He ain’t here. You stay put. I’m going in.
Little Julian looked around in the dark. The porch lights were off and there were
no stars, no moon. It looked as if a storm was blowing in. Above him he heard a squeak,
a twittering of wings. Little Julian shuddered.
Inside, Scottie crept about the house. At every step he felt it groan and creak, the
old floorboards calling out a warning like a watchdog. The room was a sickly yellow.
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The bedcovers were drawn back and wrinkled. On the walls were several crosses: an
ornate, iron cross, a cross woven from pine straw, a wooden cross painted white like the
kind they put at the site of car accidents. A leak had left a brown water stain like a mole
on the white ceiling. Above the bed hung two Jesus paintings. In one a bearded Jesus in
flowy robes held a bum in His arms. Scottie scoffed.
He searched all the upstairs rooms and found nothing. There was nowhere else to
go but down. This was a risky maneuver. He crept to the foot of the stairs and listened.
The TV crackled with dialogue and canned laughter. He took the first step down. On the
wall hung portraits of Doc taken over the years. Fat baby Doc scowled at him, pink from
the womb. On the step below hung Doc dressed in a sailor suit, his hair already wild and
everywhere. Below that was a picture of Doc playing third base. Little Julian and Scottie
were on that team, but Doc was always the star, the clean-up hitter, the only kid who
could hit a curve ball. There was a birthday party. Doc and Scottie and Little Julian with
their arms around each other, hair hung in their faces, all zits and ripped jeans and
Nirvana t-shirts. Then Doc at graduation, clean-shaven, wild hair restrained by the cap
and tassel. Scottie had forgotten Doc ever looked like that. Beyond him were several
more steps but no pictures. It was as if Doc’s life had stopped after graduation.
When he reached the bottom, Scottie took a deep breath and leaned his head
around the comer. On the couch were two old people, a man and a woman, with Doc
seated between them. Only, it wasn’t Doc. His hair was cut short, combed into a part, his
stubble shaved. He had on a pink button up shirt and pleated khakis with the cuffs rolled
up. His navy socks showed above his loafers. The old man was shriveled and saggy and
wore what looked like golfer’s clothes and his eyes were sparkling. The old woman was
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plump and had orange hair. She wore a purple blouse with shoulder pads. It looked as if
they’d just come home from church. Scottie suddenly remembered it was Sunday, Easter.
Doc had his arms around his parents. They were watching MASH together.
“Doc?” said Scottie.
How did you get in here?” said Doc’s dad.
44

I climbed in through the window.” He turned to Doc. “Listen, I’ve come to
rescue you. Little Julian’s outside by the car. We’re taking you back home.
yy

Doc shook his head. “Scottie...

yy

44

Grab what you got. The car’s out front. Go! I’ll hold them off.
44

yy

I’m not going.
44

yy

What?

44

Tell Jeanette she was right to kick me out. Tell her I’ll call her soon, when I’m
yy

better.

44

yy

I don’t understand.

Scottie gazed around the living room, the couches, the TV,the pictures and Billy
Graham books and frilly white curtains. There was a huge print of The Last Supper over
the couch. It reminded him of his own old parents’ house in Jackson, the one before they
had before they split up.
Little Julian peaked into the living room. He waved at Doc’s parents.
44

yy

Hey Doc. Hey Mr. and Mrs. Bishop.
44

Is that Little Julian? Sweet boy! I haven’t seen you in years,” Doc’s mom said.
44

What the hell are you doing in here?” Scottie said.
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Little Julian looked at his feet. “It’s dark out there and you were gone. I got
scared.
4^

Can I get you boys anything?” Doc’s mom asked.
44

No thank you, ma’am,” said Little Julian.
44

Shut up.” Scottie glared at Doc.“So you’re not coming?
Doc shook his head.
44

99

He’s not coming?” asked Little Julian. “Why aren’t you coming?
Doc put his arm around his parents.
99
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Little Julian, I haven’t been happy in a very long time.
Doc’s father turned the TV off. The air conditioner hummed,and in the distance
they heard the low growling of thunder.
Doc’s mother smiled at them. “Jesus loves you Scottie, and he loves you too.
Little Julian,” she said.
44

I bet He does. Come on. Little Julian, we’re leaving.
As they walked out the front door. Doc called to them.
99

44

Thanks, guys, for driving all the way out here for me. It means a lot.
44

Bye,” Scottie muttered.

Scottie and Little Julian sat on the hood of the Cutlass, drinking. Black things
flew in and out of trees above them, over buildings, around power lines like a line of
smoke illuminated by streetlights.
44

Bats,” said Little Julian.

44

Fucking sonar.
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Yeah. It’s like they followed us here.
The sky started to drizzle on them, so they took their warm beer inside and got
ready for bed. The room smelled like chlorine and cigarettes. A Steven Segal movie
flashed muted onscreen. The air conditioner wheezed consumptively. Outside, the storm
broke. Rain pummeled the building. The transplanted palm trees in the parking lot bent
low in the wind. Scottie lay on the bed with the lights off. Little Julian was curled in a
sleeping bag on the floor. They told stories.
“Little Julian, you remember when the hurricane hit, you know,the big one, when
we were still kids?
Yeah.
“And it got us all the way up to Jackson? And they cancelled school and
everybody was pissing themselves and huddled up in bathrooms and we all thought we
were gonna die?
“I was scared,” said Little Julian.
“Me too. You remember right when it started getting bad and Doc called and you
and me and him went jogging through the neighborhood to watch? The rain felt like
splinters and you couldn’t even lean over the wind was blowing so hard? And we stood in
the street with trees falling aroimd us, big living old trees with deep roots drilled into the
ground, roots bigger than our heads,just got uprooted and falling and cracking all around
us? And Doc saw we were scared and crawled up on top of some guy’s minivan and
started beating his chest and hollering like a maniac and we were in awe?”
“Yeah, I remember that.”
Do you remember what happened next?'
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Little Julian was quiet for a second. “Yeah, I do. That’s when we saw the tornado
touch dow n. It limped at us like a monster. We ran to your mom’s house and locked the
doors and hid in a closet together.
“Yep, that’s what happened.’’
Scottie turned off the TV and listened to the rain, the sputtering air conditioner,
the creak of someone’s footsteps in the room above them. In the dark Little Julian
crawled out of his sleeping back and lay down next to him on the bed. Scottie heard his
stifled whimpering and felt the bed quiver. Little Julian was crying.
Scottie put his arm around Little Julian, thinking that it was hard to sleep without
music. He tried to think of the parties in Mississippi, of endless road journeys, of Doc
young and hollering into tornadoes. Instead he thought of bats. He envied their sonar. He
wished he could see what was coming.
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Snack Food

I share a room with Michael Jordan, two-dimensional and towering over me,
Boba Fett, a life-size Tom Cruise from Mission Impossible //not much taller than my
nephew Dwayne who’s dead now like everyone else. Also, Humphrey Bogart, circa The
Maltese Falcon. I moved them into my bedroom after Dolores and I separated. You used
to get good money for them off Ebay, I’m talking twenty bucks a pop. I have a whole
horde of them stuffed in my closet, collecting dust. On principle Boba doesn’t say a
word, and Michael’s no fun, all prattling on about hard work and baseball, which he
sucked at. I wanna ask him about the Bulls but he’s not having any of it. Bogie and me
talk about a lot of things, bitches mostly. When I tell him about Dolores and he tells me,
“Fuck dames, plenty more fish in the sea!” I say,“Yeah, maybe back then but not
anymore.
It’s nice to be in a room full of people. And they’re not like Dolores’s sock
monkeys. Those demony little things slump on the shelves with their retarded grins, I
alone with hundreds of them like in Planet ofthe Apes. She spent hours on each one.
Handmade and utterly worthless. It’s like I kept telling her,“You can try to peddle those
on shitty arts and craft websites and little booths at county fairs. But we live in the city,
babe, and no one’s buying.” Me,I’ve got stacks of baseball cards, an old Mickey Mantle
worth a hundred and fifty, mint condition. You know, collectors’ items. Shit people
actually want.
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Like this exact replica of Michael Jackson’s red leather jacket from the Thriller
video (three hundred if there’s a buyer) which I still wear when I’m feeling saucy, which
is usually on Thursdays when I fire up the generator and watch the entire Star Wars
trilogy (one hundred bucks no problem) on Laserdisc. Which is my specialty you know.
I’m the biggest goddamn vintage Star Wars memorabilia seller on the internet. Authentic
costumes, I got the Jedi robes, Darth Vader, Yoda, Storm Trooper(both the drones and
Vader’s private guard), even some Rebel Alliance Flight gear. My collection’s worth
thousands, maybe millions one day if all the shit gets cleared up. In the old days I’d go to
conventions and make crazy bank, and that was before even the internet and my own
personal goldmine, Mr. Ebay.
Me and Dolores don’t talk much anymore. Well, I talk and she mwarrgs. It sounds
just like that, “mwarrg,” all fucking day and night, constant mwarrging. I guess it’s not
her fault, but you can’t expect me to live like that. I have needs, and they are not being
met when she’s trying to gnaw my arm off. But I’m not giving up on her, not yet. I am a
principled man and I believe in shit like the sanctity of marriage. I hear a gurgle and I’m
about to tell her to shut her goddamn cakehole when I hear it again and I fart a little and
it’s my stomach and I’m hungry. There’s not much joy left since the Outbreak. Just the
natural processes, a good meal and a solid bowel movement, that’s about it. You gotta
take your pleasure nowadays cause no one’s gonna hand it to you anymore, you gotta
grab it by the balls and make it your own. Now I’m hungry, and I’ve got endless cans of
beans from a few smart trips to the grocery post-Outbreak. I even have creamed com and
multiple can openers,just in case. But I’m sick of beans. You know what I want?
I want a Twinkie goddammit. And I’m gonna go to the store and get me one.
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And what’s wrong with that? Eh? Dolores? Are you gonna tell me I’m wrong for
wanting creamy vanilla goodness in my life again?
She mwarrgs low and sad.
That’s about right, baby.

The trick to grocery shopping or doing anything outdoorsy nowadays is to keep
moving. With my knee and all I go maybe twenty feet and I’m spent. They are hobblers
but I still can’t beat ‘em. That’s why I’m glad Dolores got this baby for my birthday a
few years back, before the Outbreak. Yup, a Hoverround G6 Go-scooter. You’ve seen
them, the commercials that have Bea Arthur climbing the Grand Canyon with it. These
are off-road motherfuckers. Plus it’s got a little basket on the front for all my groceries!
Going out is more fun if you suit up, so I go Vader this time, the whole leather
and plastic deal, real authentic. I used to get six hundred bucks on Ebay for these guys,
especially after Lucas shitted out those three bastard prequels. I psyche myself up. I’m a
maniac. I’m a speed demon. I’m fucking Darth Vader I can do this shit, then I’m out the
door. No need to lock it because it’s not like they can actually turn a doorknob or
anything, who would’ve thought a fucking doorknob would baffle the undead? But it’s
these kinds of things you gotta know if you’re gonna make it here. I hop in my Goscooter and I’m zero to fifteen in about twelve seconds flat. The grocery’s only a few
blocks from my place. Puttering along at geriatric speeds, I get into character, I sit up
straight on my scooter and breathe real loud and Darthy. The costume might actually
help, it could fool them, the fuckers are vicious but not very bright. The leather’s
surprisingly bite-resistant (it’s been useful with Dolores). Besides, they’ve mostly cleared
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out from the cities, followed the human grub exodus out to the country, at least that’s my
guess.
I’m having a dandy old time until I hit a sewer grate and I can hear them, the
faceless mwarrging out of the black. It shakes me every time. Once I actually got out and
shined a flashlight in the sewer, like maybe I could deal with it better if I could see what
was down there. You know, you’re a kid and some punk tells you there are gators in the
sewer and you spend your childhood terrified then one day you actually look and there’s
nothing there? Yeah, well, it was a big mistake. Maybe fifty of those things writhing
around down in the shit like a clump of worms. But hell, they’re trapped, they’re not
going anywhere. Still, when they’re screaming at me like an unholy car alarm it’s bound
to attract some attention.
Yep, and now I got a tail. No worries, he’s a slow bastard, lumbering a good
fifteen feet behind me, his innards all flopping around. Still, I better be quick. I hit the
grocery no problem, the automatic doors shattered in little bits and chunks of old
employees strewn about. The freezers are out of course so the meat’s gone bad which
blows because I still have my George Foreman grill (I’ve actually got four, $39.95 each)
and I’m jonesing for a burger. Oh well, no use crying over it, so I zip on to the warm
stuff. I don’t even have to slow down for this. Ijust knock shit into my basket with my
cane, Twinkies, Ho Ho’s, oh Little Debbie you scrumptious bitch! Fudge Rounds!
Double Stuffed Oreos, oh god yes! Hmm,I never tried that organic peanut butter. Oh,
what the hell? I’ll take three. My basket’s getting full now, and I got another one on my
ass. Whoops, that’s three now. I’m a celebrity and they’re my goddamn paparazzi. After
doing a couple of rounds around Produce just to fuck with them, I pull a hard right
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around Nuts Jind Grains. See, they’re dumb as shit. Can’t even figure out I turned right.
Oh, but this part is tricky. All the bottled waters are too high for me to reach in my
scooter. I hoist myself off the seat using the cane, and by the time I’m back in my chariot
the fuckers have found me out. No problem, they’re staggering and wobbly, slow motion
people.
And then I hear a growling, a scratching like a dog at my feet. It’s a dragger, a nolegged crip pulling itself toward me. It’s still got the uniform on, I guess it worked here.
It’s dark, but I think his nametag says “Brad.” I look back to the others, they’re still by
Produce, so I got a few seconds. I breathe real heavy, the whole bit.
Brad,” I say. “I am your father.
“Raaar,” he says.
I whack him in the skull with the metal end of my cane and gunk squirts out his
nose. I really wonder about the cleanup when this is all over, like whose job is that? If I
survive this shit I’m sure as hell not doing it.
When I’m back on the street the whole goddamn city is waiting for me like I’m
fucking royalty. I semi-zoom past them and they fall in with the others, a whole parade of
stumblers and draggers, kids and ancients, all bloodied fleshsucking undeads. I’ve always
wanted to be in a parade, ever since I was a kid. I used to ask my mom,“Mom can we go
to Mardi Gras? Mom can we go to Thanksgiving?” and she never would let me. And
Dolores, well forget about it. It’s nice to know even in shit times like these dreams can
come true. I could do this all day, lead them all around town. But since I don’t want them
following me to my doorstep, I set about losing ‘em.
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There’s just so much crap in the street nowadays it’s hard to maneuver. I dodge a
trashcan, the carcass of a dog, a deflated soccer ball, some bag lady’s upturned cart and
about a third of some poor sap in a yellow Mickey Mouse poncho. A girl with pigtails
and no lower jaw paws at me through the window of a white Buick. I putter through a
few alleys and this should be enough to give ‘em the slip. One problem: a big ass UPS
truck got itself all crammed up in here, clogging my escape. The driver’s slopped in the
seat, a pile of something awful. This leaves me in a bit of pickle. I turn the key and my
baby’s purring little engine gives a cough and quits. I hear them coming on in some weird
chorus of mwarrg that’s getting louder every second. There’s a Dumpster about twenty
feet back, and if I can get to it and hide out maybe I got a shot. I grab a box of Twinkies
and get moving. Halfway there I’m winded, and I see one of‘em round the comer and I
know I’m spotted and I could probably just lie down and die but I don’t I press on
because I’m no quitter. I wedge in through the side of the Dumpster and slide the metal
hatch shut.
It smells like squirty ass in here, but it’s safe, at least for now. There’s a nice
padding of waste, all garbage sacks ripped open with crap spilled out: a rancid head of
lettuce, some brownish maggoty Chinese takeout, a bunch ofjunk mail(I’m not gonna
miss that stuff), a Snake Eyes action figure with a missing leg, a VHS copy of Dances
with Wolves, a tangled slinky, some poor kid’s third place baseball trophy. Also, a gym
sock with a hole in it. Wonder if the dead version of that guy’s still walking aroimd,
sockless? He might be outside this Dumpster right now! But I’m hungry, so I open the
box of Twinkies and pop one in my mouth, the luscious glazed creamstuffed delight, oh
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god yes, I slurp out all the filling and I suckle it in my mouth and slosh it around in my
jowls and suck every bit of flavor out of it.
Then I have another.
A couple of them are beating on the side of the Dumpster. I’m not too worried
because there’s no way they’re ripping through the steel or anything. But I don’t know
how I’ll get out of here. Maybe they’ll get bored and leave, but that’s not likely. I’ve seen
‘em camp out for some poor sonofabitch for hours. Maybe I should’ve carried a gun.
Never fired one before, guns, nasty business. All I have at home is a busted replica of
Han’s Blaster that I couldn’t get a dime for. It used to light up and make a racket but now
all it does is sit on my shelf looking bad ass. I feel a squirming under my bum and I flop
over and there’s a goddamn severed undead head snapping its teeth at me like a berserker
windup toy and I’d see marketing potential if I wasn’t scared shitless.
With my gloved fingers I snatch it up by the ear, but the ear rips off in my hand
and the head plops in the trash and I vom a little in my mouth. But times like this you
gotta be a man, and I choke down the bile and get a good grip on its hair and pick it up
and stare it right in its blank white eyes. The thing’s all wormy and rotted. It snaps at me.
chipped tooth and no-lipped, a bunch of futile gusto. If anything you gotta hand it to ‘em.
They’re tenacious little buggers, like the Chinese. I drop the head in my bad ass Vader
cloak and wrap it up nice in the sturdy leather for safety.
I’m getting a little sleepy when gunshots blast in the alley and it’s a blissful sound
I haven’t heard in a month, a real human sound. Sounds like my rescue is what it sounds
like. The Dumpster door slides open and a guy in black sunglasses and a gnarly Burt
Reynolds ‘stache sticks his head in.
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Well ain’t you a fat ass?
Great, I find maybe the only other guy on earth and he’s a douche.
“Well hurry up Tubby, because I guarantee you they heard the shots, and more of
them are headed this way.
I put my Vader helmet back on like it’s time to get serious, and squeeze out of the
Dumpster and onto the pavement. It takes me a few seconds to steady myself and the
guy’s waving the gun at me to hurry and I’m going as fast as I can with my knee and all.
One look at him and I know he’s not from here. He’s got on a Braves cap and dirty
wifebeater and his shoulders are all nasty and hairy. I’m a hairy man myself and I don’t
discount the dignity of it but this fucker has a jungle on his back. He’s slopebacked and a
fellow hobbler like myself, though a good deal speedier than I am. He holds the gun in a
ready position like those guys on COPS.
We come to a condemned building, the sort crackheads used to camp out in back
when there were crackheads. It probably made a great hideout, being pre-boarded-up and
all. Shards of glass hang in the windows like teeth. He lifts up a board and crawls
through. I can’t fit so he lifts another one and then a third. By the time I’m in my chest is
screaming and I got something in my side about to explode. There’s no lights except what
sunlight can fit through the gaps between boards. I take off the Vader mask to see a little
better.
XJm what’s that smell?
You’ll get used to it.” He spits and I hear it splat somewhere in the black.
You want a Twinkle?” I figure I owe him as much for saving my life.
Hell yeah I want a Twinkle. Where’d you get those?
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I went grocery shopping.
Sweet goddamn this is good. My name’s Buddy by the way. So where’d you
come from Tubby? We saw you drive by here on that queer ass little scooter in your little
tights and we wondered where you were headed.
Yup, this guy’s definitely a d-bag. And did he say “we”?
Did you say ‘we’?”
Well little Kathy and me. C’mere girl.
My eyes are adjusting and I’m starting to pick some grays out from all the black
and I see a little girl wander into the light. She’s got pigtails and these cute dirty little
overalls and she’s clutching something in rags close to her chest. Buddy gives her a
squeeze.
Hey little girl, whatcha got there?” I say.
It’s my baby.” She holds out a Coke bottle wrapped in a dishwrag.
She’s um darling.
“Why are you dressed like Darth Vader?”
Thank God. Of the last three people on earth, one might be an asshole, but two of
us are Star Wars fans. “I’ve always sort of related to Vader, you know? Because I have
sleep apnea and the wife used to make me wear this bag over my head to regulate my
breathing. Also, I’m part machine.
You’re lying,” she says, her eyes wide.
‘No, it’s true!” I tell her. “I have a prosthetic knee. It’s made of plastic.
“Is it secure?” Buddy cuts in. “Where you’re going I mean. I reckon me and
Kathy can’t take it too much longer here. This is no place for a girl. Ain’t that right.
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baby?” And he pulls her face into his stomach then bends down and kisses her on the ear.
It’s a really long kiss. I sense some kind of disturbance in the force going on here.
“Um I mean yeah it’s safe.”
Maybe I shouldn't have said that.
Well you’re gonna take us there.” He pokes the gun into my belly. “Ain’t ya?
Um sure.
“Good boy.
My eyes are adjusted to the dark and I start to see things better.
Kathy,” I say,“where are your parents?
“They got eaten up,” Buddy tells me, but I see Kathy looking at me with big
scared eyes. Flies are buzzing around my ears and I see them swarming over these little
lumps in the comers of the room and I think I know what that goddawful smell is now.
“There’s still too many of them outside now from all the shootin,” Buddy says.
“We’ll hit the road first thing in the morning. Go get ready for bed now baby.” He gives
Kathy a tap on the booty and I vom a little in my throat.
Buddy crawls into a sleeping bag. I lie down on the cold concrete. I wish I hadn’t
left my bad ass Vader cloak in the Dumpster. It’d be nice to have a blanket. The last
Twinkle in the box is always the best and it’s all melty and gooey and gets all over my
fingers. The little girl slips off her pants and climbs in the sleeping bag with Buddy. You
know, it really fucking sucks to sleep next to a pedophile. It makes me miss my room,
Dolores one door over with her mwarrgs lulling me to sleep like the AC used to when I
was a kid. I think about Michael and Bogie and all my friends back in the apartment.
what they’d have to say. Michael would be fuming because he’s all about the kids and
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Bogie’d tell me to beat Buddy’s ass and throw him to the undeads. Too bad Buddy’s got
the gun. My stomach groans and I fart a little and I’m all out of Twinkies and I’m three
feet from a child rapist and the whole world is overrun by undeads and I do what I always
do when I’m scared and it’s dark and it’s not like anyone can see me and I’m a grown
man besides there’s no shame in it especially at the end of the world. I stick my thumb in
my mouth and give it a little suck.
Mmm. It tastes like Twinkies.

It can’t be more than a measly seven hours later when the asshole kicks me in the
back and says, “Goddamn, get the hell up already.’’ I grab my cane and struggle to my
feet and every bone in my body pops and I’m starving and cold. Plus my suit’s riding up
my ass and my bridge is all sweaty.
We peek through one of the busted windows. It’s daylight, which should make
things a little tougher. Kathy huddles up against my leg and I tell her not to worry.“You
gotta bob and weave, that’s all, dance a little. Slow fuckers can’t get you. You beat ‘em
with speed and you beat ‘em with your mind,” and I give it to her just like that, like a
goddamn motivational speaker. Buddy scowls at me and pulls her to him.
There’s a clear path down the alley to my scooter where it sits gleaming, a pink
sunrise on the grimy pavement. A few corpses lay dismembered in the alley, but they
don’t seem to be the reanimating t}^e. Flies buzz around them, tiny maniac vultures.
“Well,” Buddy says. He rips off the boards and we crawl out into the streets.
Buddy waves his gun around stiff-armed like a cop and he and Kathy book it to the
scooter. I’m getting there on my own time, no use in mshing it, not like I can go any
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faster anyway. Everyone’s always in such a fucking goddamn hurry nowadays. I wanna
yell at them, look around you, see the undeads! They’re in no hurry! They take life easy!
By the time I get to the scooter I’m winded and I plop down in the seat and I’m huffing
and coughing and this is when one with gorged eyesockets pops up and starts his slow
thing towards us. I reach in my pocket and finger my keys. I think I got an idea.
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Um I need something from the Dumpster.
What the fuck did you just say?” Buddy leers at me.
My cloak. I need it. And I’m not going anywhere without it.
“You’ll go when I tell you to go,fat ass,” he says, shoving the pistol in my belly.
I cross my arms and stare straight in front of me.
44

Fine. Kathy, go grab his cape.
Kathy sprints to the Dumpster and digs around for a second, and all I’m thinking
is please don’t unwrap it, girl, be careful. She pops up out of the side holding my
wadded-up cloak and runs it back to me. Kathy sits in my lap and I put the head in the
basket with my food which is gross, and we sputter off, my little pink stallion at top
speed. Buddy power walks along side of us, gun cocked and ready. The undead perk up
and come on after us. Buddy pops off a couple and their brains explode like fireworks.
One waltzes right in front of us and Buddy blows its knee off. The thing staggers, and a
second shot splatters it all over the pavement. The insides of people are all gunk and
tubing, little throbbing things, that’s what I’ve learned. A fat one waddles around in a
muumuu, bigbellied and preggers for sure, not even anywhere near us, and Buddy
bullseyes it square in the gut which bursts like a melon. Buddy lets out a cackle and
Kathy shudders in my lap.
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I stop in front of my apartment. They sprint to the door, but I tell them not to
forget the groceries and Kathy comes running back to grab my food. Buddy asks me to
throw him the keys, but I got a feeling what’s going on, and I tell him,“Patience, Buddy,
I'll be there in a second.
When I get to the door I jiggle my key in the lock, pretending to turn it. Of course
it’s already unlocked like it’s always been unlocked. But this way I get in the house first.
They follow me inside. I’m cradling the head like a football.
Buddy points the gun in my face. “Step right on back out the door partner.
I fake like I’m stupid. “What the fuck are you talking about? This is my house. I
invited you in.
Look fat ass, you’re a liability. You’ll eat up all the food. You’re slow and
you’re useless. This is survival of the fittest. The law of the jimgle. Me and Kathy got to
repopulate the earth and I can’t think of one good goddamn reason we’d need you for
that.
“Suit yourself.” I pull the head from my cloak and ram it into Buddy’s throat. The
thing clamps down like a bear trap and Buddy drops the gun and tries to rip it off but it
won’t budge and Buddy’s meat goes straight into the zombie’s mouth and splats out its
neckhole all over my shoes and I vom a little in my throat. After a minute I tug on the
head but it clings to him like some giant mutant tick and when I finally rip it off it takes
some of Buddy’s esophagus with it. I stick the head in my old Ghostbusters Fire House
Headquarters (vintage, about eighty bucks). I dunno, maybe he’ll make a good paper
shredder or something.
I ask Kathy that. I say,“Kathy, won’t that fucker make a good paper shredder?
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Kathy doesn't answer. She just pokes Buddy’s limp carcass with the toe of her
shoe. Her little body shivers. I carry her over to the couch and drape an Optimus Prime
blanket over her.
■Just go on to sleep now.”
“He’s gonna come back, isn’t he?
Yeah, but don’t you worry about that.”
When I get back to Buddy, he’s already started twitching, and it’ll only be about
fifteen minutes before he turns completely. What to do? Well, I figure Dolores hasn’t
eaten in awhile. I drag him out to her room. When I open the door she mwarrgs at me, but
I have her strapped down pretty good, done up all nice and pretty in an authentic loony
bin straight]acket. You’d be amazed at the shit you can find on Ebay. I push Buddy’s
mutilated body towards her and she pounces on it face first like a fat kid at a pie-eating
contest. She munches on his chest and his ribs snap and I watch her scarf down his fat
black heart.
When I get back to the living room, Kathy’s sitting in the middle of the floor,
surrounded by my wife’s old sock monkeys. She grabs a grey one Dolores made from my
old argyles and hugs it to her chest. I’m about to say something about how that thing used
to be on my feet, but she turns to me and her eyes are big like two full moons and she’s
got this glowing smile on her face.
And goddammit, I think I’ll have another Twinkie.
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Clap Hand

With a goddawful clop my peg hit the deck and my nub got all splintery again. A
lotta work goes into a wood leg, gotta keep it sanded and all. I grimaced a little but kept it
under control. It's all about style, intimidation. There’s a grace to this whole thing. I
turned my eye to them.
“I am Gustav, Eater of Babies and Raper of Nuns.”
Red snickered and it was all I could do not to join him and blow the whole thing. I
faked a cough, long and hacking, and it nearly sent Red overboard.
44

Excuse me. Now hand over your gold or every bitch ass one of you’s walkin the
plank.” I grinned all evil-like. “And as for the women... well, if your boys don’t hop to it,
prepare to part your legs for good oT Gustav.” I made to clap my hands, but it didn’t
make much noise because one of them’s a hook.
44

Red, you wanna handle that for me?
“Git ‘em, boys!” and he slapped his hands and my men descended upon the ships
like royal locusts. We played dress up on the Virgin Mary back then, purples and golds,
our Sabbath best for a good pillaging. Maybe I’d swing from deck to deck on a rope. I
hadn’t done that in ages. Missing hand, ya know? I always used to love to swing from
ship to ship as a youngun, sharks’ fins like the water’s teeth below me.
Long live the Queen you thtoopid piratesth!” one of them said. He was a wigged
foppy guy, powdered and pretty, royal petticoat unblemished.
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“What’s that?” I swung around on my peg and it grated across the deck something
awful. “So you're British, huh?”
My men empted in laughter.
“What's that thupposthed to mean?” he stammered.
“Oh. Nothing.
Then he did something I didn’t see coming. He ripped a derringer from his blouse.
A pea shooter. With it he promptly dispatched a bullet into my left cheekbone. It would
leave a big ol' scar, one more notch on my body. I’m looking like an old tree these days,
bent and knobby. But I took that ball standing up, my snaggletoothed scowl didn’t hardly
budge. I took it like a man.
Oh boy, you shouldn’t a done that.
We sliced off his hands, him all waving his bloody nubs like he’s on fire. He kept
trying to grab things, like Shit where are my hands? Then we tied his legs together and
strung a long rope to the mast.
“Listen here. I said to the mob of them. ‘‘I want y’all to shut your eyes real tight
now. No peeping or I’ll gut you. And you know I will, bitches. Red, stop laughing. I want
you all to count to uh... a thousand now, real high. Yeah, in girlie voices like your sheboy there. And real loud too, so’s I can hear you all the way on my ship. And when you
get to a thousand, you pull this nubbed fucker out of the water. And not one goddamn
second before, you hear? If you pull him up early we’ll sink this dinghy in a second. I’ll
be watching you.
I held up my spy glass real high so they could see it. I kicked the bitch in the ass
and he plopped overboard. We watched him try to swim.
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“You folks best start counting.
I reared back, sucked in deep sea air, the salt and sting and stink of it. And I
roared. It started way down in my guts and spewed up my gullet and out my mouth like a
flock of demons. It was the kind of yawp that makes you captain. Reminds them they
ain't got it in them to beat me. That’s why you start a family, or join the royal navy or
something. You ain’t got it in you to be a pirate.
My men cheered and we hightailed it back to the Virgin Mary, the younguns

bragging.
“Did you see that one fucker shit himself when I poked at him with my sword?”
“And that one chick? I touched her boob, man. She didn’t scream or nothing. I tell
you dude, she wanted me”
“She did not. You touched her and she pissed herself like a toad.
Hey, man. Fuck you.
He jumped his buddy and started swinging. Me and Red chuckled.
Rookies.
We slapped good hands. We had some mm and toasted ourselves, our crew, that
bitch the sea.
“Pass the grog, we got us some plunder, some gold fucking doubloons. Slaughter
one of the goats, it’s celebratin time. I like them old songs, the ones about women and
dirt and the sea. The sea. She swallowed my leg, my hand, my eye, and nigh every good
man I ever know. And one day she’ll get the rest of me. Let’s drink to her boys. Let’s
praise her with song.
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Next day and I had a hangover like to kill me. It was that sad empty kind where
even your dick hurts. The boys were still up drinkin. We had picked up a midget juggler
and a few days earlier and they were havin their fun with him,just some good sport.
though 1 never cared much for dwarfs. I was just laid out in my bed tossing my dagger
into my target on the ceiling, not even hitting a bullseye, trying to sing those old songs
but my brain didn't work and I couldn't remember the words. Like always when I get like
this. Red dropped in to check on me.
“How ya doin bud?”
“Man, I’m alright. Sorry if I’m killing your buzz or something.
“Don’t worry about it. Hey, want some grog?
“No thanks. I already got the shits.
“Oh, right- Well, I wish I had something to give ya. I dunno. A whore or
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something.
44

Appreciate it. Red. I do.
44

No prob Gus.”
44

Hey brother, ‘a pirate’s life, yohoho’ and all that.
44
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Right on.
Red slapped my good hand, an epic clap. He went up to the deck. No one was
around, but I shut my door anyway and doublelocked it. I grabbed this wooden chest
from under my bunk, the one with the metal skull on it. I pulled the key from my
necklace and popped it open. Inside was a leather chapbook, my Captain’s Log. Alright,
fine, it was my journal. I was writing my memoirs. They started like this: “I am the
ferocious bloodthirsty and sexy pirate Gustav and this is my memoir. Arrr.
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If the men found out about it, well. Let's just say the chum would hit the water.
know what I'm sayin? And it was tough, writing that thing. I mean,every story’s gotta
have a start and a finish. Some climactic battle with a giant squid or something, where
Gustav gets to be the hero, or even the dirtiest, sorriest son of a bitch villain you ever
heard of. Me? I'm a badass, but my momma raised me right. I’m a fucking gentlemen. I
don't even rape bitches, and I don't let my men do it neither. I mean,that’s what whores
are for, right ? Inside I’m a goddamned softy. It would help if I could grow a beard. Shit,
I’d write whole chapters about it, how the blackish Calcutta whores liked to run their
hands through it and pick out cmmbs. Chicks’ll do that for a guy with a beard. And I got
acne scars, and I got knife cuts, and I don’t even own a goddamn mirror because my face
is all barnacles and rotten wood.
But my lot wasn’t all that bad back then. I was captain. When I clomped by the
yoLinguns turned and stared. They actually wanted to lose eyes to be like me. It’s damn
foolish if you ask me. Though a fella doesn’t mind getting imitated, makes you feel like
you’re getting somewhere in life if folks wanna act like you, dress like you, hell even be
you. I’m a man of the world. I’ve seen it all. I’m a tsunami in the ol’ hammock,lemme
tell ya. Utter devastation and rope bums when I’m through. Even Milena, my favorite
whore, who slurps tobacco all the time, even when we make love, can hardly take me. I
like to stick my tongue between the gaps in her teeth, French kiss the toothless craters of
her gums. She lets me spend the whole night with her and I lie by her side and hear the
splatter of her brown spit on the wood floor. Milena’s a hell of a woman. She’s like a pair
of broke-in boots.
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Blit you know what? She wasn’t my woman. And she never would be. My head
hurt and I laid back in my bunk and I hurled a knife into my ceiling and it stuck good and
hard on the bullseye.

Red shook me awake.
“Hey, hey Gus. You gotta come up top an see this.
It sat flaming on the water like a lantern, smoke trickling off into the dark. The
charred carcass of a ship, crusted and black. The deck was strewn with blackened men
curled up like dead spiders. I mean goddamn. I’m vicious. I done my share of asskickin,
but I never did a thing like that. When we boarded the ship, some of the younguns took
off their caps, made a bunch of reverents like in church, like we were burying someone.
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Hey Cap, we got us a live one.
She was below deck, in the animal stores next to a dead goat, half buried in straw.
her blue frilly dress with her umbrella-thingy with the handle broke off. She weren’t
more than a child. That is, a breasty, red-headed woman of a child. How I would’ve
pictured Eve maybe, except she didn’t need any fruit.
A rookie poked at her with his blade. “Want me to kill her?
My head still hurt and I had that low sad thing in my stomach. “There’s enough
dead things on this ship already,” I said. I bent down and freed her hair from the bonnet.
It spilled out red around her face like a flame, she looked like something holy. Jimmy
One Nut bent over her and copped a feel.
44

She’s got her some nice titties. Cap.
I smacked his hand away.
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“Shit Cap, sorry." He looked at me a little hurt.
“Mr. One Nut," I said,"bring her aboard.

When she came to she cried about fifteen hours. Not a one of us got a wink of
sleep that night, and if she weren’t locked in my quarters she’d a had her throat slit by
dawn. Wlien she finally cried herself out she wilted onto the floor in the comer and I was
drunk off my ass cuz can't a grown man take a woman squawlin like that and I took the
opportunity for a little shut eye myself. When Red knocked on my door a few hours later
she was just a pile of rags and red hair on the floor.
Me and Red decided to hazard wakin her up.
^4

Hey, uh, hey." I poked her with my pegleg.
She jerked awake, her eyes like flint and I knew we were in for another twelve
hour cryfest when Red cut in.
44

You start cryin again and I will cut that pretty little tongue of yours right out yer
skull do you hear me?" And he gave her a little kick, nothing serious. She shut up real
quick.
44

Damn, Red."

"It’s what I do."
She was up on her hands and knees now,lookin around the room.
44

Uh, girl, hi. I’m Gustav, the uh, dread pirate and all. Heard of me?" She shook
her head. "Oh well that’s not important an)^ay.
44

Did you kill everybody ?" She looked up at me with big sad eyes.
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“Well I killed a lotta people... oh you mean yer people on that ship out there? No.
I mean, hell no. That wa.s a goddanm massacre...” Her lips started quivering and she
looked wilted. “Uh, well shit, I mean you’re our, uh, guest here, on this ship, the uh the
Virgin Man." I stuck my hand in my pocket but my hook got caught on my belt and I
fumbled with a it a little, and she and Red stared at me and I could feel me blushing a
little so I said, “Uh, you want a drink or something?
Red slapped himself in the forehead and looked at me like “Are you fiickin
kidding me, Gus ?” The girl looked at me all weirdlike for a second, and we locked eyes
and I looked real quick down at my peg and then back up to her face and she smiled a
little like maybe she was getting the picture.
“What kind of drink?”
yy

“Uh, maybe some grog perhaps?
yy

“Do you have any champagne?
yy

“That’s a woman’s drink.
yy

“I’m well aware.

Oh, uh, right. Yeah. No, I mean, we don’t have any.
Red was lookin at me all slackjawed so I said to him,“Red, go get us some grog.
yy

Use the nice stuff.

“Gus, exactly what nice stuff are you talkin about?'
44

I dunno,” I growled at him. “That silver and shit we stole from the Spanish guy.
Some food too. And a, uh, candle too, if you don’t mind.
Red stomped out and slammed the door.
“So, uh, what’s your name?
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“Helena."
1 reached my hand out to her, except it wasn’t my hand it was my hook. She
looked at it strange like she didn't wanna touch it. I don’t blame her. It’s not like she
knew where all it'd been.
“Goddammit I'm sorry."
“No, it's ok." she said, and shook my hook.
Red came stomping back into the room with a pair of dingy silver goblets, a bottle
of grog, and a plate with some salted lambchop on it, all on a tray like a waiter. Helena
took the tray in her lap and poked at her food for a second.
“Is this blood?" Helena pointed to a red smudge on the on the plate.
“Uh, probably."
“Whose blood?"
“Probably the guy I got the plate from.’’
Red busted in. “Look lady, this is our best. If it ain’t good enough for you...”
“Cool it. Red.”
He looked at me, shocked. My eyes say I’m sorry bud, but get the hell out.“I don’t
like it, Gus," he said, slamming the door behind him.
“Uh, yeah, I guess I’ll leave you to, ya know, eat and all that.”
“No, wait. Stay.’’ Helena poured herself a glass and drunk the whole thing down.
She reached out and took hold of my hook and sat me down next to her. “Maybe you
should tell me a little about yourself.
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Me and Helena started spending a lot of time together. Like all the time,even
nighttime if ya know w hat Tm sayin. She was good to me, a little nosey, wanted to know
all about being a pirate. I w as just happy to be with a woman who still had all her teeth.
One night w hen I thought she w'as sleeping I pulled my journal out to make a little entry,
something about birds or the moon or some romantic bullshit like that. I guess she wasn’t
really asleep because later when we w'ere out strolling the deck she asked me about it.
“Honey, last night you were writing in a little book. Was that your diary? Did you
write about me in your diary? Can I read your diary?'
“Hooters, it's not a diary. It's my memoirs.'
“Hey Cap. Didn't know you kept a diary,” Jimmy One Nut called out. The
boatswain giggled and slapped Jimmy One Nut on the back. I gave both of them my evil
eye.
“Just... urn... shut up.”
“Good one. Cap.”
“Baby, don't be such a grouch.
Hooters, I’m a goddamn pirate. I’m ferocious.
I made a mean face.
Oooo. You’ll have to show me that face later,” and ran her fingers over my
crotch.
“Hey if anybody needs me, I’m... urn... drunk.” And we raced to my quarters.
Well, as much as a wooden-legged, one-eyed pirate can race. Goddammit, when I run I
sound like a horse clopping down the hallway. It’s downright embarrassing.
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That night after we did it a few times and I was about tuckered out, Helena
crawled out in nothing but my blanket hung loose aroimdher. She walked over to my
sword and picked it up, ran her finger over it slow and I gulped because good god she
was hot.
“Gustav , baby," she said, “you tliink maybe you could teach me how to use this
thing?"

1 trained her in my room at first. She got good real quick, and sometimes I’d let
her fence with Jimmy One Nut out on the deck and she’d woop his ass every time. The
men would all crowd around her and cheer and I’d see the younguns all starry eyed and
horny and fd tell em.“Cool it boys. She’s mine,” and they’d “Yes, Captain” me and all
that horsehit, but I knew how they really felt. And who could blame them. She’s a hell of
a woman. That’s what I was off tellin Red one time while she was woopin up on ole One
Nut.
“Ain’t she a hell of a woman. Red?
He crouched down to fix a loose board. “I guess.
I bent down with him. “Whatcha mean?
“It’s just I ain’t .seen much of ya lately, Gus.”
“Fuckin A, man, I know. I’ve been busy with Helena.”
He gave me that look, the same kind of look he’s been giving me since I was a kid
when I’d do something stupid.
“Well dammit I’m in love ok? Ok?
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“That diMi'i change nothin. Tm still your first mate ain’t I? I mean,hell, we
pillaged together. Side by side, remember? Don't that count for something?”
I w alked o\ er and put my arm around him.“Aw,shit. Red. I’m sorry. I promised
Helena at the next port I'd take her to get some jewelry, maybe a new fixx:k or something.
Wanna come ?"
“I dunno Gus. That's some sirlie shit.
“Hey man. Hey! 1 think I eould find you a whore? Eh? And urn, drinks on me?”
Red smiled at me a little. “Well alright. That’s sounds pretty nice.’
“Hey! You're my boy. Red. You know that.
I clamped off to tell Helena. She'd be thrilled, I knew it.

Helena was not thrilled.
“Gustav. This was supposed to be our time together. Our time. Just you and me,
remember? We w ere gonna get a real bed, in a real place, somewhere that doesn’t smell
like grog and puke. Something on land, that doesn’t rock all the time, remember? You
remember, Gustav ? You go back and you tell Red he can’t come. And you do it now.’
'‘Aww, Hooters, I don’t even wanna...
“Gustav," she said, and stuck her hands on my chest. I felt her trace the scars with
her fingers like she was telling my fortune. She gave my nipple a pinch.
Alright baby."
By the time we had docked I still hadn’t talked to Red. I dunno, it ain’t like me to
be cowardly, but this was something different. About the time I was getting ready to
leave Red came stmtting up to me all excited. He’d put on his good rags, the purple scarf.
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his diamond nose ring halt buried in his moustache, a real man’s moustache,and this blue
pair of pants he gankcd from a British lord.
“Hey man. Tm ready for town. We gone get us some ass,some port,some more
ass, eh .^ Just like liie good ole days. Eh, Gus? Eh?” He patted me on the chest, his gold
bracelets clinking on his arm. “.Ain't that right. Gus?”
“Well..."
“What?"

j.

“1 forgot 1 promised Helena the night alone.'
“Well ain’t that some bullshit.” Red turned his back to me.“Hey Gus,” he called
over his shoulder, “why don't you call me when grow some balls?'
Some men lingering on the deck chuckled. I waved my blade at them and they got
quiet real quick.
“You sayin I'm lacking in testicular fortitude?”
“You’re goddamn right that’s what I’m sayin.” Red stormed off to sulk in the
crow's nest. I watched him climb before Helena took my arm.
“I’m ready, Gustav. Let’s go.
I lowered us and the dinghy into the water and took to the task of one-arming us
to shore. 1 felt a glob of wet sticky plop down on my head.
“What the hell? It ain’t rainin, is it?
Another splatted on my shoulder.
Honey, did you feel that?
I looked up and it’s Red hocking loogies on us from the crow’s nest.
“Real mature. Red,” I hollered.
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I rowed off in silence. From the deck I could hear my men laughing.

And then there was this one night. The feel of it was all electricity, the lightning
tracing the sky in some fiery foreigner’s tongue, like the tattoos on the back of Tariq the
Moor that he says are magic. Our flag clung to the mast black and ragged like the shadow
of a ghost. The sea was pissed off something awful that night, and normally I woulda
been worried about it, the whole blackness of it, the waves spiked like mountaintops.
Yeah, I’ve seen mountains. I’ve seen deserts too. The sea can be either of them
depending on her mood. She’s an unpredictable old bitch, she is.
But with Helena I wasn’t scared of the sea. These were my favorite nights with
her, the thunder like cannon shot, lightning cracked anad grinning in the sky. The ship
was rockin Helena in my arms, me playing with her hair, and I never been so happy in
my whole life. She slid up my body and straddled me. I ran my hook over her leg.
Gustav?
Yeah baby?
She bent down close to my ear and whispered,“I’m pregnant.
Then she stabbed me in the chest. My own dagger too, the mbe eyed lizard one I
got when I took this ship as my own. She crawled off me and slipped on her dress. Then
she put on my cap and walked out.
I don’t remember much, the red all swimming in my eyes and my chest ripped
open like a mouth and the sea air and the waves and I could see my ship and the sea and
the waves endless like the past till I couldn’t see anymore. I remember something like
Red bustin in, “Hey Gus, there’s been a mutiny, you and me better get the fuck on outtta
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here” and him finding me all bleedy and then I wake up sometime in the night in this
goddamned dinghy in the shit middle of nowhere, Red all glaring at me, perched at his
end of the boat like a gargoyle, all like it’s my fault we’re in this whole goddamn mess.
which it sorta is but that’s besides the point. I lay here, no food, no mm,half bleeding to
death and he lets right into me.
I can’t believe you let yourself get usurped by a woman.
“Cool it. Red.
No Gus. I mean hell no, not this time. How could you let that happen?”
If you don’t shut up right now I swear to god I’ll stick my wood leg so far up
your ass that...”
“That what?
44

That it’ll be a big long fuckin way up your ass goddammit.
44

One eye. Cyclops. Your face looks like an old woman’s hairy butt, you know
that?
44

Red you son of a bitch.
44

You’re the son of the bitch.

It gets real quiet for a minute. The storm’s passed, thank god, and the moon drifts
over us, haloed like a saint, the stars all gold doubloons hung up in the sky. A few
dorados sail over our heads, clapping their fins in midflight. I watch them hit the water,
how the waves rise up to greet them, to lick their faces like dogs.
44

Hey Red?
44

Yeah?

“I’m sorry.
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*‘Me too.
I give Red a big hug and I get all weepy and I start bleeding again, and my whole
body shakes and the bandages Red strapped on me splotch all red and then it was like the
whole stormcloud just busted out over me and I cry like a little bitch.
Gustav?
Yeah buddy?
Can you move your hook? It’s kinda stabbing me in the back.'
‘Oh. Shit man. I’m sorry.
I think I’m bleeding.'
Um,damn.'
It’s okay.
I feel all seasick, the floor shaking under me. Maybe I shouldn’t be a pirate.
Maybe I should take up wheat farming or something. I just don’t want to puke in the
dinghy. It ain’t a lot of space for two grown gents. I swear it, my heart’s scurrying off
beat like a bad dancer and it gives me blackness and stars. And I’m old, and maybe this is
it, maybe I’m packin it in and it’s time to drop off into the blue everything and get
nibbled on by fish families, starfish gnawing on my cheeks, me whipped into sand and
scattered over the whole desert down there. Maybe this is it.
You know what? Fuck that. I’m no goddamned farmer, no landlegged
plowpusher. I’m a pirate dammit. I’m Gustav, beardless maybe and cuckolded but badass
nonetheless.
And you hear that Helena? I might be an old man, onelegged nohanded and all
bustass, but I got my buddy Red and I got that fire, and when I get my old ticker stitched
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up I’m coming after you. You hear me bitch? I’m Captain Gustav, dirty badass pirate
motherfucker, and I am coming after you.
I’m coming to get my son.
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